"EASY: A simple tool for simultaneously removing background, deadtime and acoustic ringing in quantitative NMR spectroscopy. Part II: Improved ringing suppression, application to quadrupolar nuclei, cross polarisation and 2D NMR".
A simple experiment for Elimination of Artifacts in NMR SpectroscopY (EASY) was introduced in Part I, and it was shown that NMR probe background signals, spectral distortions due to deadtime effects, and acoustic ringing can be eliminated simultaneously from solid-state NMR spectra. In this Part II, it is shown that acoustic ringing suppression can be improved up to one order of magnitude compared to the original EASY pulse sequence by inserting a delay τ between the two data acquisition scans of the EASY pulse sequence. The achievable ringing suppression depends on the length of this delay and is limited by the spin-lattice relaxation time T1. Furthermore, EASY is considered in conjunction with NMR of quadrupolar nuclei. For strong second-order broadening, EASY can be used to acquire either pure central transition MAS patterns or pure satellite transition NMR spectra. Two further modifications to EASY are introduced. One concerns improved ringing artifact suppression in experiments in which the central transition NMR signal is amplified by Rotor Assisted Population Transfer (RAPT). The second EASY modification enables the acquisition of quantitative NMR spectra if signals with different quadrupole coupling constants are present. In addition, acoustic ringing and (11)B stator signals are removed. Finally, it is demonstrated that the basic idea of EASY for removing ringing artifacts can be realized for heteronuclear one-dimensional and hetero- and homo-nuclear multi-dimensional NMR experiments using extended phase cycling. (15)N{(1)H} CPMAS and (15)N 2D Exchange NMR spectroscopy are considered as examples.